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SOVIET STRATEGY AND THE OBJECTIVES OF THEIR NAVAL*

PRESENCE IN THE MEDITERRANEAN

INTRODUCTION

This discussion has three objectives. Providing a definitive

description of the growth and current configuration of Soviet naval

forces in the Mediterranean is not one of them. The same applies to

attempting to identify the direct antecedents of specific actions those

forces have undertaken. Neither is feasible in a discussion of this

nature.

Neither is, however, essential for identifying the general struc

ture and content of the policies that have guided the Soviets in estab

lishing and exploiting politically their Mediterranean naval presence.

And in view of developments suggesting that these policies are in flux,

it seems unwise at this point to attempt more than that. Sketching the

broad outlines of those policies thus constitutes the first objective of

this discussion.

Identifying the indications that those policies may be changing (or

may already have changed) constitutes Lts second objective. Forecasting

* This is a personal, not an official interpretation. As such, it does

not necessarily reflect the views of the Center for Naval Analyses, the

U. S. Navy, or any other component of the U. S. Government. ~

_
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what these changes might bring in particular, what they portend for

efforts to negotiate restrictions on the presence and activities of

superpower forces in the Mediterranean- constitutes the third.

The discussion begins with a brief attempt to locate naval strategy

in the Soviet scheme of things. Next, it addresses the evolving expec

tations of future war and prescriptions for its conduct that have struc

tured Soviet military thinking over the last two decades, and conse

quently seem likely to be reflected in the Mediterranean Squadron's war

plans .
These expectations and prescriptions also shape the peacetime

operations of the Squadron, the conceptual background of which is then

discussed in some detail.

In dealing with both their planning for wartime and their policy in

peacetime, the discussion presents a number of descriptions of Soviet

strategy i. e. ,
the objectives they seek and the course(s) of action

they would follow to achieve them. These descriptions are, of course,

nothing more than inferences. In the case of Soviet planning for war,

the inferences drawn have two origins : Soviet military doctrine (as

reflected in their military literature), and the logic of the

situation. They cannot be validated. In the case of Soviet policy in

peacetime, the inferences drawn are amenable to validation. The actions

they take can be examined, evidence can be marshalled, hypotheses can

be tested



The discussion consequently proceeds from postulations about Soviet

strategy to observations about Soviet actions. And it is those observa

tions and what they suggest about the strategies postulated that inform

the attempt at the end to outline future Soviet policy and practice.

As should be apparent by now, this discussion lays no claim to

certainty. Certainty cannot in any event be achieved. Soviet strategy

per se remains hidden from view, and subject to change. Fragmentary

evidence from statements and actions provides glimpses of it, but no

more. Marshalled appropriately, those glimpses outline its general

thrust
,
but no more. All that can be achieved is some reduction in our

uncertainty about Soviet intent. That, one hopes, has been achieved.
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NAVAL STRATEGY

The protestations of some Soviet naval enthusiasts to the contrary,

there is no such thing as Soviet "Naval Strategy". What in the West

would be considered and treated as such is in the Soviet Union subsumed

under- the general rubric of "Military Strategy.
"

This is no idle distinction. It reflects the fact that the Soviet

military establishment has been, is now, and in all probability will

continue to be both highly integrated and dominated by the ground

forces. As a result, in military affairs, the Soviet Navy is anything

but an independent entity. It is one component of a larger whole, and

the role envisaged for it in the direct defense of the Soviet Union and

its Warsaw Pact allies is closely coordinated with (and indeed cannot be

meaningfully considered in isolation from) the roles envisaged for the

other branches of the Soviet armed forces (or for that matter, the

forces of the other members of the Warsaw Pact) .

In political-military affairs, on the other hand, where not the

direct but the indirect defense of the Soviet Union and its Warsaw Pact

allies and the protection and promotion of Soviet overseas interests are

concerned, the situation is quite different. Here, The Soviet Navy

appears to have achieved the status of a "senior service. " Its

importance as an active instrument of Soviet foreign policy and its

capability to operate in that capacity as an independent entity are now



clearly beyond question. This does not mean independent of Soviet

political control, but independent of most of the remainder of the

Soviet military establishment the exception being the Strategic Rocket

Forces, which, with a major assist from the Navy's strategic missile

submarine component, provide the deterrent umbrella under which Soviet

foreign affairs are conducted.

A unique system of views has been developed to structure the

actions of the Soviet Navy in this latter, political-military,

capacity. In this sense, there _is_ a "Soviet Naval Strategy", but it is

a political strategy, focusing on the peacetime rather than the wartime

utilization of the fleet . In implementing this strategy, the main thing

the Soviets are attempting to do is modify the behavior of other actors

in the international arena, and they are relying mainly on exploitation

of the political influence potential of the forces they deploy outside

their home waters in peacetime, rather than combat actions per se, to

achieve those modifications.
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PLANNING FOR WARTIME

What would the Soviet Mediterranean Squadron do in wartime? What

wovfld its combat objectives be ; how would it set about their accomplish

ment?

- In part, what the Squadron did would reflect the specific circum

stances of the war : its antecedents and geographic focus, the strength

and disposition of the forces available to each side, etc. In part,

what it did would also reflect what the opposition did, especially if

the opposition was able to seize the initiative. In part, therefore,

what the Squadron would do cannot be predicted or, more accurately, can

only be forecast in terms of whatever specific conflict scenario is

posited.

For the most part, however, at least in the opening phases of a

conflict, Mediterranean Squadron operations would be structured by the

Soviets' integrated combat plan. That plan in turn would reflect be,

in fact, a concrete expression of Soviet military doctrine. This

doctrine provides Soviet planners with a uniform system of expectations

concerning the character of future war and dictates with regard both to

how it should be fought and to what should be done to prepare for it.

Those expectations and dictates are stated in the abstract. Their

impact is nonetheless pervasive. Insight into these prescriptions is
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consequently useful in forecasting aspects of the Squadron's operations

that would be present in all scenarios.

Its "official" status and abstract character notwithstanding,

Soviet military doctrine is not immutable. The expectations and

prescriptions embodied in it change as the Soviets' definition of the

situation and evaluation of their ability to cope with it change.

Reviewing its evolution over the last 20 years outlines their current

stance with reasonable clarity, and identifies those developmental

trends and patterns in their perceptions and policies that seem most

likely to persist. *

Two such trends are discernible in Soviet expectations of the

character of a future war. One involves the degree of restraint expect

ed to be exercised by the belligerents, which is seen to be increasing.

The second a concomitant of the first involves the anticipated length

of the conflict, which is also seen to be increasing. Both appear to

have been incorporated into Soviet planning.

In the early 1960s, the Soviets held that conflict between the

Superpowers would automatically escalate to all-out, world-wide, nuclear

war. In the mid-1960s, they modified that forecast, dropping their
.

* Where this discussion treats questions of the evolution of Soviet

military doctrine, it draws heavily on the analyses of the author's

colleague, James M. McConnell who, one prays, will be held blameless^
for any distortions it may contain.



contention that esclation necessarily would occur. In the early 1970s,

they changed it again, concluding that, should war between the coali

tions develop, although inevitably nuclear and world-wide, it need not

;hecessarily be all out . Intra-war deterrence was feasible. In the mid-

1970s, they made a further modification. They concluded that, although

-inevitably nuclear, a war between the coalitions need not necessarily be

world-wide. Expansion of the scope of conflict could be deterred. Now,

in the early 1980s, they appear to have concluded that even a coalition

war can remain conventional. Intensification of the level of conflict

can be deterred as well.

In the early 1960s, they held that the inescapable escalation to

all out, world-wide ,
nuclear war would occur immediately. In the mid-

1960s, as they began to recognize limitations on the intensity of

conflict, they also began to recognize limitations on the dynamics of

escalation. They began to plan for a "war by stages.
" Not only was

such a war likely to begin at the conventional level, it could remain at

that level for some time before escalating. Since then, the prospective

length of that opening, conventional phase of the war has grown signifi

cantly (from, say, a week or two in the late 1960s-early 1970s to as

much as, say, a month in the late 1970s). By the early 1980s, the war

between the coalitions that they had begun to feel could be held at the

conventional level was seen as likely to last for as long as three to

six months.



Many of these changes in Soviet expectations were reflected in

changes in their prescriptions for the employment of their naval

forces. The two changes with greatest impact on Soviet naval presence

and activities in the Mediterranean occurred in the mid-1960s, when they

dropped their contention that conflict between the Superpowers would

necessarily escalate, and in the mid-1970s, when they began to forsee

conventional conflict between NATO and the Warsaw Pact lasting for an

extended period*

The first of those modifications probably reflected their percep

tion that, after a number of false starts and setbacks, they were

finally on the way to acquiring a viable strategic deterrent, and as a

consequence were acquiring increased freedom of action in the interna

tional arena. That made it possible for the Soviets to contemplate the

exploitation of one of their principal assets (military power) in

situations and for purposes (in peacetime, as an instrument of political

influence) previously denied them. *

Confrontations betweeen the Superpowers' military forces obviously

p .

no matter what its scope or level of intensity as no less than a pre-

* Again, where this discussion treats questions of the conditions,

objectives and limits of the political employment of Soviet naval

forces, it is in many respects the product of sustained interchange with

the author's colleagues, most notably Bradford Dismukes and James M.

McConnell. Their interpretations and the evidence supporting them are

detailed in : Dismukes and McConnell (eds. ), Soviet Naval Diplomacy (New

York : Praeger, 1979).
"

"
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liminary to all out war between the coalitions, the risks of such con

frontation in situations where central values were not threatened were

-
- unacceptably high. As soon as confrontation-produced conflict between

-- t.he- Superpowers was perceived as no more than a preliminary to all out

war which consequently could be avoided then the range of situations

in which such confrontations could be staged with acceptable risk

• expanded to encompass the protection of less-than-central values.

As will be outlined further below, this doctrinal change not only

"permitted" the establishment of a militarily significant Soviet pres

ence in the Mediterranean in the mid-1960s*, and the subsequent employ

ment of those forces for politically significant purposes, but accorded

a degree of priority to both. The second doctrinal modification re

ferred to above, which came a decade later, appears to have shifted

Soviet priorities elsewhere, and may have had the effect of establishing

limits on their Mediterranean presence and its exploitation.

As long as it was felt that any conflict that erupted between the

Superpowers could not be constrained, it was imperative that no action

be taken that could lead to its initiation. Once it was recognized that

* Actually, it would be more appropriate to refer to it as a "counter-

presence,
"

since the U. S. Sixth Fleet had already been in the

Mediterranean for a decade and a half. And it might be more appropriate
to refer to the "reestablishment of a Soviet military presence there,
since a contingent of Soviet submarines had been stationed in Albania

from 1958 to 1961 (the basing arrangement became a casualty of the Sino-

Soviet split) . However, the military significance of this contingent

was questionable, and it had little if any political impact. It is

consequently ignored in this discussion.
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escalation to all-out war was not inevitable, that conflict could be

constrained, it became imperative that action be taken to impose such

constraints. Posing a deterrent to conflict-engendering undertakings by

the other side represented one such action. Preemptive strikes to

eliminate the other side's ability to expand the scope or increase the

intensity of a conflict represented another. From the beginning, the

mission of the Soviet Mediterranean Squadron appears to have encompassed

both. It apparently still does.

It also appears, however, that neither mission is now accorded the

relative priority it once had. After it was recognized that conflict

between the Superpowers not only could be constrained, but probably

would be inherent in the recognition that conflict was likely to begin

at the conventional level, and could remain there the Soviets' action

imperatives were modified. Once again, this shift in prescription

probably reflected a shift in their perception of the strategic bal

ance : by the mid-1970s, the Soviets felt that they had acquired an

assured destruction capability like that they knew the United States

possessed. As long as that capability for assured destruction remained

mutual, neither side had an incentive to escalate a conflict to the

point where those capabilities would be employed.

The Soviets' action imperatives under these conditions were .
sub-^ .

stantially different. The scope and impact and, most likely also pace^-

of a conflict fought with strategic weapons could, and hence probably
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would, be great. That was unlikely to be the case in a conflict fought

without strategic weapons. The range and destructiveness of tactical

 

weapons were, by definition, far less. The pace of a conflict fought

^ h ld b f it u h slower
-v p , ,

In a short war expected to end in strategic interchange , priority

• had to be accorded to mounting preemptive strikes against the strategic

offensive capabilities of the other side that could be attacked in

time. The Mediterranean Squadron's well-documented anti-carrier

mission, and the steps the Soviets took to maintain the ability to mount

such strikes, both reflect just such an imperative.

In a longer war, particularly in a war in which there is reason to

believe that strategic weapons may not be used at all or, if so, then

only long after the initiation of conflict other threats and opportun

ities emerge, and a different constellation of actions must be accorded

priority. * For example, as long as the Soviets expect to be able to

bring a conflict in Europe to a successful conclusion in days or at most

weeks, they do not need to allocate forces to stopping the movement of

men and materiel from North America to Europe . Although such movements

could determine the outcome of the war, they are unlikely to occur. It

would take at least weeks, perhaps months, to execute them. However, if

* For a discussion of this attention and resource allocation problem and

some of its ramifications, see : Robert G. Weinland, Northern Waters :

Their Strategic Significance, CNA Professional Paper No. 328, December

1980.
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European NATO can contain a Soviet advance, creating an opportunity for

the movement of reinforcements and resupply from America to take place,

that advance can be repulsed. As a result, the longer the Soviets

consider a conflict on the Central Front to be likely to last, the more

importance they must accord the interdiction of NATO's trans-Atlantic

lines of communication. If they expect the war to go on for months, and

wish to win, they must allocate forces to the task of interdicting those

lines of communication.

In similar fashion, as long as the Soviets can count on a potential

war's being "nasty, brutish, and short,
" the question of protecting

their sea-based strategic offensive forces a principal component of

their assured destruction capability is not likely to arise. Strategic

offensive forces were taken to sea so that they would be invulnerable to

preemptive strike by opposing strategic offensive forces. They remain

so. NATO, however, has impressive tactical sea-control capabilities.

In a short war, those tactical capabilities pose little threat to the

Soviets' SLBM force. A long war, on the other hand, would provide an

opportunity for those tactical capabilities to be employed strategic

ally. As a result, the longer the Soviets consider a conflict to be _

likely to last, the more importance they must accord to providing direct

protection to their SLBM force. '

Both of these missions interdicting NATO's lines of communication

across the Atlantic and providing for the tactical defense of their sea-
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based strategic offensive forces require roughly the same types of sub

marines and surface combatants the Soviets have been deploying to the

- Mediterranean since the mid-1960s. Neither mission, however, can be

carried out effectively by forces located there.

Competition for employable resources is a predictable consequence

. of such a shift in Soviet priorities. As will be indicated below, the

functions the Soviets have long felt it necessary to have performed in

the" Mediterranean seem not to have won out in that competition.

This should not be taken as an indication that those functions have

lost their importance in any absolute sense (although recent Soviet be

havior suggests this could be the case). It only indicates that other

functions and other regions have acquired increased importance in Soviet

planning.
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POLICY IN PEACETIME*

Navies are, first and foremost, warfighting instruments. But they

are also useful, and used, in peacetime*

There are two fundamental categories of reasons why a state would

use its warfighting instruments in peacetime. One is to Implement its

war-related policies (for example, attempting to deter war, or insuring

readiness to fight should war occur). The other is to implement those

of its policies that are not war-related (for example, supporting for

eign policy or protecting overseas interests) .

Even these very broad distinctions (not to mention the possible sub

divisions of each category) can be rendered academic in practice, since

a single action can serve more than one end. Moreover, they are not of

equal importance. They do, however, provide a simple standard, based on

familiar concepts and logic, against which to compare Soviet statements

and actions, some of which reflect modes of thinking that are, to say

the least, unfamiliar.

* The argument advanced below concerning the conceptual antecedents,
structure and content of the Soviet navy's peacetime mission was first

presented, in a significantly different context, in : Quester (ed. )
Navies and Arms Control, New York : Praeger, 1980).  

""*
"
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How does the Soviet employment of its naval forces in peacetime

compare with this basic breakdown of functions? Several observations

can be made straightaway.

First, as far as the Soviets are concerned, the two war-related

functions of deterrence and preparation for combat are closely linked.

They consider achievement of the capability to fight a war successfully

(as opposed to being prepared only to punish a potential attacker) as

being a most important factor some would say the most important

factor in the deterrence of war. Thus, despite the importance they

attach to avoiding armed conflict, much of their peacetime naval

activity is devoted to direct preparation to fight. Second, they

consider deterrence of war, and preparation to fight ,
to be important

ends of not only their military activity but also their foreign policy.

Thus, given the active role assigned the Navy in direct support of

Soviet foreign policy, and the active role played by Soviet foreign

policy in advancing Soviet security, much of their peacetime naval

activity is devoted to Indirect preparations to fight as well.

Consequently, the first three of the peacetime functions noted above

deterrence, preparation to fight, and direct support of foreign policy

are to some degree indistinguishable in Soviet eyes, and hard for

Western eyes to differentiate in Soviet practice.

This is all somewhat abstract . The urge to move from the abstract

to the concrete in search of clarity should be resisted, however. It
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won't necessarily improve our understanding of Soviet behavior, since

some of its policy antecedents appear to be abstract in the extreme .

Two political functions carried out by the Soviet Navy in peacetime

will be discussed in depth here. The first of these two functions,

"active defense of peace and progress,
"

represents an attempt to achieve

two no-less abstract ends : support of "progressive change" and preven

tion of war. The objective of the second function, "preparation of

maritime theaters of military operations,
" is more practical : improving

the likelihood of success should combat take place . Both are carried

out by the same means : the manipulation of naval forces to influence

the behavior of other actors in the international arena. They differ

only in the ends they serve. Both characterize Soviet Naval activity in

the Mediterranean.

Active Defense of Peace and Progress

If the Soviets actually view the international system in the terms

in which they describe it and this is admittedly a big "if" then a

substantial portion of their naval activity in the Mediterranean (and

elsewhere in the Third World) may be devoted to an attempt to intervene

in, and alter, what they consider to be the "normal" progression of -

events in international conflict . The objectives of such intervention-

are not only to create and maintain a favorable political-military



environment for what they refer to as "progressive change", but also to

reduce the likelihood of their becoming involved in a major war

triggered by an attempt to effect such change. Their descriptions of

the way the inter-national system works, and in particular the processes

of international conflict, are tortuous and reflect distortions in

perception and rea-soning that can be traced directly to Marxist-

Leninist ideology. However, these descriptions are not completely

divorced from reality ; and following the Soviets' basic argument from

premises to conclusions provides potentially useful insight into some of

the considerations that may be motivating them.

Defense of peace

There are two ways in which the Soviet Armed Forces are considered

to serve, albeit indirectly, in the defense of the homeland in peace

time. The first is, of course, through strategic deterrence. The

second, and for this discussion more interesting, way is through what

might be termed "local deterrence" : deterrence of the reactionaries'

and imperialists' use of their military forces, first to start local

conflicts in the Third World, and then to attempt to influence the

course and determine the outcomes of those conflicts. The Soviet Navy

is held to play a leading role in both types of deterrence.

The Soviets' perceived requirement for local deterrence is a direct

outgrowth of the way in which they view the international situation in
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particular, the situation in the Third World. As they see it, the most

important characteristic of contemporary developments there is the

continuing, historically-determined process of what they refer to

as "progressive" change. At the domestic level they see this process

producing radical political reorganization and socio-economic trans

formation (following the "socialist" example) . On the international

level, they see it leading to the establishment of what they consider to

he national political and economic independence (by which they mean

independence from the capitalist-imperialist West) . The principal

protagonists of "progressive" change are what they term the "progres

sive" forces : national liberation movements, newly-independent states,

and, of course, world socialism.

The principal antagonists to "progressive" change are the aggres

sive forces of local reaction (they would cite Israel as an example) and

worldwide imperialism (led, of course, by the United States). Attempts

by reactionaries and imperialists to stop progress, and eventually re

verse it, both cause and exacerbate local conflicts.

Local conflicts occur frequently in the Third World. The Soviets

consider them to have two causes. One is local contradictions (econom

ic, political, military, ideological, territorial, national, ethnicr

etc) . The other and more prevalent cause of local conflict is held tò -

be the aggressive actions of the forces of reaction and imperialism.



The most frequent targets of these local aggressive actions are the

"progressive" forces national liberation movements in particular.

In the Soviet view, regardless of how local crises originate, the

aggressive forces almost invariably intervene in them in order to ad

vance their own interests. These interventions result in the escalation

and expansion of those conflicts, producing threats to not only regional

but world peace.

Given that they see the world this way, the Soviets see an impera

tive to pursue, in concert with other forces of "peace and progress",

two objectives . One is to protect and promote "progressive" change.

The other is to prevent the exacerbation of local conflicts. Both ob

jectives are served by "actively counteracting" the attempts of "aggres

sive" forces to start and exploit local conflicts.

"Active counteraction to imperialist aggression" is called for be

cause of what the Soviets consider the pernicious effects of the in

volvement of imperialist powers in local conflicts. Their intervention

not only delays future progress, but by threatening regional and world

peace, threatens progress that has already been achieved the "gains of

socialism". If unchecked, the imperialists' proclivity for intervention

in local conflicts could eventually create a situation placing not only

progress per se but the security of the Soviet homeland (the bastion of

the forces of "peace and progress") in jeopardy.
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"Actively counteracting imperialist aggression" could, however,

also prove dangerous for the Soviet Union. The involvement of the great

powers of both the imperialist and socialist camps in a local conflict

could transform such a conflict into what the Soviets refer to as an

acute international political crisis. And that development, because of

the perceived propensity of the United States to threaten the use of all

its forces (i. e. ,
from local conventional to strategic nuclear) in

carrying out its "from a position of strength" crisis management policy,

could lead to global nuclear war.

Fortunately, from the Soviet point of view, the correlation of

forces between the two camps, which the Soviets see as having over the

last decade increasingly come to favor the forces of "peace and prog

ress" over those of reaction and imperialism, has had an inhibiting

effect on the aggressors. This shift in the correlation of forces, and

the continuing implementation of the Peace Program first promulgated by

the XXIV and endorsed by the XXV and XXVI CPSU Congresses, are bringing

about a radical restructuring of international relations.

The Peace Program calls for the Soviets to undertake three closely-

related action programs. The first is a fundamental reorganization of

the international political-military environment (through negotiations,

agreements, etc. ) . The second is the modification of critical inter- "

state relations (the consolidation of detente with the West and enhanced
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collaboration with the other members of the Socialist Community) . The

third is "active counteraction to imperialist aggression. "

The last of these, which provides the content of the "internation-

.alist mission" of the Soviet Armed Forces, foresees the performance of

two separate tasks : "stopping aggression,
" and "supporting victims of

aggression.
"

"Stopping aggression" involves preventing acute interna

tional political crises from occurring (by deterring both the aggressive

actions of reactionary forces that cause local conflicts and the imperi

alist interventions that exacerbate them) . It also involves regulating

those crises that can't be prevented (by deterring both the imperi

alists' threats to use their nuclear forces and their demonstrative

movement, concentration and actual use of their conventional forces) .

It is these particular functions intended to control both the initia

tion and the continuation of local conflicts, and prevent their evo

lution into major war that forward-deployed Soviet naval forces are

performing when engaged in the "active defense of peace.
"

"Supporting victims of aggression,
"

the second of the two tasks

carried out in actively counteracting imperialist aggression, can

involve the provision of military assistance (including even direct

support and combat forces) to national liberation movements and newly-

independent states. Since this activity is oriented not toward Soviet

self-defense but toward the protection and promotion of Soviet overseas

interests, and since there are conclusions to be drawn regarding the
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defensive purposes of Soviet forward deployments, discussion of the use

of the Navy in support of "progressive change" will be delayed for a

moment.

Assuming the depiction of the Soviet perspective on international

conflict outlined above to be more accurate than not, and assuming that

perspective to be more influential than not in Soviet decision-making,

the deployment of Soviet naval forces first into the Mediterranean and

subsequently to other areas of the Third World could have had an impor

tant purpose, perhaps too readily discounted in the West as reflecting

only empty rhetoric. That purpose need not have been to oppose the

aggressive actions of local reactionary forces, or for that matter

support the actions of the progressive forces, although elements of both

have unquestionably been present . It might have been to a^t least

constrain if not actually prevent intervention in local conflicts by the

great powers of the imperialist camp. Most importantly, it might have

been to deter the United States from threatening, if not actually

employing, its conventional area control and projection forces to

determine the outcomes of such conflicts (in particular, to deter the

United States from further such use of its Sixth Fleet) . One reason for

the Soviets adopting such a dangerous course might have been to avoid

something they considered even more dangerous : to preclude the

"necessity" for Soviet counter-intervention, with its unpredictable but

potentially even more explosive consequences, and thus keep general war

at as great a distance from the Soviet Union as possible.
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That perspective on conflict has several potentially important

implications for the Soviets in their approach to involvement in peri

pheral conflicts. First, local conflicts (at least those growing out of

local contradictions) are not considered to represent a threat to

regional or world peace. Second, the involvement of "peace-loving"

forces in local conflicts, including the involvement of the Soviet Union

or the other major powers of the Socialist Community, is not considered

to represent a threat to regional or world peace either. It is only

when the major powers of the imperialist camp intervene that such a

threat emerges. Third, it is only when the great powers of both systems

become involved that the threat of world nuclear war arises .

In other words, using the October 1973 Arab-Israeli War as an

example, the Arabs could attack the Israelis, and the Soviets could

assist the Arabs in preparing for the attack and sustaining the fight

without the emergence of a threat to other than local peace. But as

soon as the United States began to assist Israel actively, the situation

threatened to get out of hand hence the Soviet emphasis on deterring

direct U. S. intervention, and their reluctance to go very far with their

own movement toward direct invetervention.
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Defense of progress

If accurate, and influential in Soviet policy-formulation, this

definition of the international situation and the policies and practices

required to cope with it may explain some of the things the Soviets have

(and have not) done with their Navy, but not all of them. Both common

sense and careful analysis of Soviet behavior suggest that the Soviet

naval presence in the forward area in peacetime is intended to do more

than just defend peace. That's a negative objective. They also have

some positive objectives : things they would like to see happen,

particularly in the Third World.

What is the Soviet Union attempting to accomplish in the Third

World, and how does it employ its military forces in the effort?

Neither answer should be considered a mystery. They have told us at

length what they intend, and we have seen in detail what they do.

As indicated further above, they are attempting to advance what

they view as "progressive" change in the Third World. It was noted that

they view local reactionaries and the forces of worldwide imperialism, as

the principal opponents of "progressive" change. And while such change

can be delayed by reactionary/ imperialist opposition, it is in the "pro

gressive" direction that the Soviets see history moving.
" "
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They define the situation and structure their behavior in the Third

World in terms of that movement. For the Soviets, "progressive" change

represents the status quo in contemporary Third World affairs. Their

preferred role in those affairs is the establishment of "favorable con

ditions" for such change, and, in addition to the protection and pro

motion "of their more prosaic interests (like insuring the safety of

Soviet citizens and protecting trade flows) it is for that express

purpose establishing favorable political-military conditions for "pro

gressive" change that Soviet military forces, almost exclusively their

naval forces, are employed for positive ends in the Third World. The

mission of those forces is to defend the status quo. They perform that

mission by deterring the initiation and compelling the cessation of what

they see as attempts to alter that status quo : reactionary and imperi

alist efforts to stop or reverse "progress. "

Soviet military forces consequently are not intended to be, and do

not act as, the engines of "progressive" change in the Third World.

They are not employed to overthrow established regimes ; they do not

participate in consolidating the gains of revolutions. Those functions

are performed by other elements of the forces of "progress" : national

liberation movements, newly-independent states, and other instruments of

world socialism like the Cubans and East Germans . The Soviet military

is simply "riding shotgun" for them, their efforts, and their achieve

ments.
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As such, the immediate objective of stationing Soviet forces in the

Third World in defense of "progress" is once again deterrence, not war-

fighting. The ability to fight effectively is, of course, a prerequi

site for deterring effectively ; but significant combat is not what they

have in mind, or prepare for. Local reactionary forces are unlikely

themselves to possess great military strength and therefore can be

intimidated by the presence the Soviets maintain deployed forward. And

when the far more numerous and capable forces of worldwide imperialism

become involved in particular, when the United States moves forces to

the scene the Soviets can deploy additional forces of their own to

reestablish the deterrent counterweight of their presence.

The Soviet Union doesn't appear to possess either the combat forces

or the support infrastructure that would be required to carry out such a

mission if it entailed taking vigorous or forceful action in the Third

World especially if the ability to sustain high-intensity combat opera

tions in distant areas were one of the requisites. In most circum

stances, however, establishing "favorable political-military conditions"

for "progressive" change is not that demanding. And should circum

stances prove otherwise, the Soviets have demonstrated a remarkable

ability to distance themselves from such situations. They are, after

all, not themselves responsible for actually bringing about "progres

sive" change. Theirs is "a more lofty task. . .

"
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"Preparation of Maritime Theaters of Military Operations"

"

There are a variety of very practical reasons to move forces into

potential combat zones in peacetime. Some, like being in the optimum

position to fight now if necessary and improving one's capability to

fight at some unspecified point in the future, need no elucidation.

Both of these probably explain a significant portion of Soviet naval

activity outside their home waters today. This arguably has been the

case with their presence in the Mediterranean.

The Soviets have an additional reason to deploy their forces in

potential combat zones in peacetime. It is oriented toward the same

ultimate military end : structuring the situation to improve the likeli

hood that Soviet forces will prevail if war should come. But it employs

a different means of achieving that end. Where the first two conflict-

oriented rationales (establishing optimum position and improving readi

ness) involve taking military actions intended to enhance their own

combat potential, this third rationale involves taking military-politi

cal actions intended to detract from their likely opponents' combat

potential.

The political process involved is relatively straightforward. It

is commonly referred to as intimidation. It involves manipulating the

peacetime presence and activity of Soviet forces in potential combat

theaters (such as the Eastern Mediterranean) to affect to Soviet advan-
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tage che definitions of the situation and consequent policies of those

they perceive likely to oppose them there. Specifically, this means

taking actions that increase the likelihood that potential opponents

will perceive the balance of military power in the region as lying so

far in favor of the Soviet Union that it would not be cost-effective to

attempt to challenge them there.

Along with other, more concrete measures, such as making prepara

tions to control strategic locations, establishing land-based support

facilities, providing for surveillance and setting up appropriate com

mand-control and communications relationships, the Soviets obviously

consider this political campaign an effective peacetime contribution to

the establishment of favorable military conditions for winning a domi

nant position in a theater in wartime. This approach to the problem of

preparing to fight probably goes a long way toward explaining the fre

quency, location, magnitude, and openly demonstrative character of some

of their major fleet exercises, and in particular the large-scale maneu

vers such as Okean and Vesna that they held in the 1970s. It also

may help to explain their exaggerated efforts to defend the legitimacy

of expanding their naval operations beyond Soviet home waters, and the

vigor with which they tend to react to the presence of the forces of

potential opponents in close proximity to the Soviet Union.

In essence, they devote a significant amount of effort in peacetime

to creating an image o t emse ves as possess ng o e e g g
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ing strength, not only in their own home waters, where no one would

doubt that
,

but in potential combat theaters in the forward area as

well, where such doubts might be legitimate. They view this as a means

of reducing the level of effort that must be devoted in wartime to the

establishment and maintenance of control of those theaters a task they

recognize as a sine qua non of the successful performance of other,

critically important, wartime functions.
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THE EVOLUTION OF THE SOVIET NAVAL PRESENCE

IN THE MEDITERRANEAN

Soviet deployments to the Mediterranean have undergone significant

change since their inception. Both the size and the composition of the

force they maintain there have been altered. These changes reflect and

illustrate the evolution of Soviet expectations of future war and its

imperatives outlined above. They also have significant implications for

the exploitation of their presence for political purposes in peacetime,

which will be discussed further below.

It is not necessary to examine Soviet naval operations in the

Mediterranean in detail to recognize the most important of these changes

(which is fortunate, since a substantial portion of the information

required for such an examination has yet to be placed in the public

record) . Figure 1 describes the evolution of the Soviet naval presence

in the Mediterranean. Figure 2, which describes the evolution of the

world-wide Soviet naval presence during the same period, provides an

appro-priate context for evaluating those Mediterranean deployments.

Both illustrations are drawn .
in terms of annual ship days. This is an

aggregate measure of the time spent ,
in thè one case in the Mediter- -

ranean and in the other outside home waters, by Soviet naval and naval-

associated units of all types. It is a reasonable representation of

level of effort.
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As figure 1 demonstrates, the evolution of the Soviet Mediterranean

Squadron has progressed through three more-or-less distinct stages.

From their inception in 1964 through 1971, Soviet naval deployments to

the Mediterranean increased in scale steadily (from 1,500 ship days in

1964 to 19,000 in 1971). From 1972 through 1976, they fluctuated (aver

aging 19,400 for the period, and reaching an all-time high of 20,600 in

1973) . In 1977, they fell back to roughly 16,500, and have remained

remarkably close to that figure ever since. As noted above, it looks as

though a limit has been placed on the presence the Soviets are willing

(or, perhaps, able) to maintain in the Mediterranean. When that deci

sion was taken is not altogether clear, although the 1976-77 period is a

logical candidate. That some such decision was taken is, however, ob

vious.

As figure 2 demonstrates, worldwide Soviet naval operations have

also evolved in identifiable stages . In the early years, the worldwide

pattern (steady increase) paralleled that evident in the Mediterranean.

This is not surprising. For the first five of those years, operations

in the Mediterranean accounted for more than half of the worldwide

total. In the most recent five-year period, the worldwide pattern

(renewed increase) has not been reflected in the Mediterranean. This

is surprising but for other reasons, since Mediterranean operations- now

account for less than one-third of the total.
"
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Comparing figures 1 and 2 makes a second important point about

Soviet deployments to the Mediterranean : the limit that has been placed

on their presence there is intentional. The cut-back in Mediterranean

activity in the second half of the 1970s could have been dictated by

operational considerations. Throughout the first half of the 1970s, the

'

Soviets employed their naval forces not only extensively but intensive

ly. It is conceivable that this level of effort was beyond what they

,
could sustain, that increased deployments were undertaken at the expense

of future availability for example, keeping ships in service by delay

ing overhauls . If that is what they did, and the cut-back in Mediterra

nean activity occurred because the past caught up with them, then the

significance of that cutback for explaining present and forecasting

future Soviet actions in the Mediterranean is diminished significantly.

However, the parallel cut-back in world-wide activity that began in

1975, and could itself have been an artifact of the situation just

described, has now been reversed. The total level of effort reflected

in Soviet naval operations undertaken in both 1980 and 1981 exceeds that

achieved in 1974. Clearly, if in the second half of the 1970s the

Soviets were unable to achieve what they had in the first half, they can

surpass it now. And clearly, even if diminished operational avail

ability were the explanation for the reduction in Mediterranean opera-
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tions iti the second half of the 1970s*, it does not explain their

failure to increase in parallel with increased operations elsewhere in

the 1980s. They could have . They didn't . They clearly weren't meant

to.

Why this is so is not as clear. A rationale was outlined further

above, and the subject will be addressed again further below. One

observation should suffice for the moment . The Soviets' decision to

limit the size of the naval presence they maintain in the Mediterranean

obviously was accompanied (if not occasioned) by a shift in their

priorities possibly to the performance of other functions, but

certainly to increased presence in other regions. **

This line of argument should not be taken very far. Soviet

priorities may have shifted. Their resources may now be allocated

differently. Even if they have, and are, these changes do not alter the

fundamental situation in the Mediterranean. The Soviet Mediterranean

Squadron remains where and what it was . It has not been moved else

where. It has not been disbanded. It has not been disarmed. Itt,

* An issue on which this discussion takes no stand. The author has

argued elsewhere that loss of access to support facilities in Egypt

contributed significantly to the reduction. That is, however, a short-

run phenomenon. Why in the long run (and surely, six years qualifies as

the long run) the Soviets have not taken steps to rebuild their presence

is a different issue. See : "Land Support for Naval Forces : Egypt and .

the Soviet Escadra 1962-1976," Survival 20-2 (Mar /Apr 1978) , pp. 73-79._

** Primarily the Pacific and Indian Oceans (where, one should not

forget, the United States has recently shifted some of the forces it- -"

previously kept in the Mediterranean) .
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strength may be dimished somewhat, but it is still significant : the

annual average for 1981 was some 45 units, both combatant and aux

iliary. And it still possess formidable combat capabilities. As

before, it is what the Soviets want it to be : a force that cannot be

ignored.



(What under other circumstances would have been an extended discussion

of) TRENDS IN THE SOVIETS' EXPLOITATION OF THEIRMEDITERRANEAN NAVAL

PRESENCE FOR POLITICAL PURPOSESs

This (early August 1982, in the midst of the second contest for

control of Beirut*) is both an appropriate and an inappropriate moment

to attempt an assessment of trends in the Soviet Mediterranean

Squadron's use as an instrument of international political influence.

Some attempt is called for. Those trends outline the utility the

Soviets are likely to see in the Squadron in the future, and hence the

likelihood that efforts to negotiate constraints on it will prove

successful.

It is an appropriate moment for such an assessment because impor

tant changes in Soviet policy and practice, , outlined above, appear to

have been introduced after the last directly comparable instance of the

Squadron's use. This was in 1976, during the previous contest for

control of Beirut. Comparison of the Squadron's activities in that

situation with its activities in the present situation should highlight

whatever changes have occurred in the interim in its peacetime political

role. At the minimum, what it has and has not done in this instance,

must be taken into account.

This is an even more inappropriate moment to undertake such an
-

assessment, however, because the present contest for control of Beirut

*0r whatever euphemism one prefers to use to describe the situation.-
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has not yet run its course, and it is by no means clear what will occur

before it does. As a result, while some of the context is known, as are

some- of the actions the Soviets have taken in this context, it remains

too early to reach conclusions on the nature of their response to the

situation.

Arguably the single most important question in such a trend assess

ment the extent of the Soviets' current willingness to threaten the use

of force to influence the course of events in a local conflict , implicit

in any injection of the Mediterranean Squadron into such a situation

cannot be answered until it becomes possible to assess the opportunities

this situation has presented to them. Even lesser issues, like the

relative level of effort devoted to maintaining forces in the vicinity

so they could be employed if desired, cannot be resolved until the

dimensions of this occasion can be compared with those of its predeces

sor. None of that can be done until the case is closed.

One observation, about one aspect of Soviet behavior in this situa

tion, can be made legitimately. The occasion has come and gone. The

subject is their response to US actions specifically, to the concentra

tion in the Mediterranean of four aircraft carriers, the largest such

force to assemble in the region in decades .
Prior to the outbreak of

conflict in Lebanon, additional forces had been ordered to augment the

US Sixth Fleet for a NATO exercise. They arrived in the Mediterranean
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soon after the conflict started, carried out the exercise, and departed-

without playing any role in the conflict.

Previously, the concentration in the Mediterrean of US forces of

such strength would have prompted a noticeable Soviet response. Some 50

ships were present, in excess of 250 aircraft would have been aboard the

carriers. That would have elicited the deployment of countervailing

forces to the Mediterranean Squadron. During the October 1973 Arab-

Israeli War, for example, when the US assembled a three-carrier task

force in the Mediterranean, augmentations increased the strength of the

Mediterranean Squadron to 96 units. That was an all-time high. This

time, no such response occurred. The Squadron's strength rose only

fractionally and peaked at roughly half that figure.

Of course, this situation and the October War are not directly

comparable politically. Different players are involved, their rela

tionships to the Superpowers are different, and thus far the stakes in

the two situations are different. And politics may explain the differ

ence in the Soviet's response, or apparent lack of respónse, to this

aspect of this situation.

On the other hand, at least with regard to the one aspect of the

situation under discussion here Soviet responses to US actions the two

situations are fully comparable. In both, a strong US force, with the



capability to do significant damage to the Soviet Union itself, moved

close enough to the Soviet Union to do such damage.

Again, until events have run their course and the full context

becomes known, conclusions with regard to current Soviet behavior, and

what that implies about the future, should not be drawn. The lack of a

proportionate counter-deployment in this case does, however, suggest

that Soviet priorities are no longer the same as they were in 1973,

"that, as argued further above, the imperatives that shape both the

Mediterranean Squadron and the actions it undertakes have been modified.
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THE FUTURE

Any attempt to make a direct forecast of the future of the Mediter

ranean Squadron that does not acknowledge the evidence of its most

recent employment is liable to be in error, particularly when that

employment may represent a critical test of the utility the Soviets now

attach to the maintenance of a naval presence in the region in peacetime

and its exploitation for political purposes. This discussion attempts

no such direct forecast.

It is possible, however, to approach the question of the Squadron's

future indirectly : by addressing the factors that appear likely to

shape its future. Two of these have been discussed at length above*

One is the doctrinal expectations and prescriptions that appear to

structure Soviet military planning for war. The other is Soviet percep

tions of the dynamics of international conflict and the role in its

"management" their forces should, and should not, play in peacetime.

These two factors are not independent. The former drives the latter.

What the Soviets do with their forces in peacetime is predicated on what

they expect to have to do with them in wartime.

As outlined above
, they appear to expect the United States and

NATO and themselves to exercise increasing restraint in the use of

force . And they appear to expect that restraint to translate into at

least lengthier, if not less, conflict between the coalitions.
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As their expectations of potential conflict change, their prescrip

tions for its conduct and the steps they must take to prepare for it

change accordingly. Protracted conventional war appears more and more

to be what they expect, and its requirements differ substantially from

those that prevailed when the Mediterranean Squadron was being estab

lished. New requirements imply the reallocation of priorities among

combat functions and theaters, and that implies the reallocation of

"resources.

It is possible that the apparent changes in the strength and activ

ities of the squadron noted above reflect such reallocations. The

importance of some of the functions previously performed by the Mediter

ranean Squadron may have been downgraded} resources previously deployed

to the Mediterranean may have been assigned to other theaters to perform

functions assuming increased importance.

If, in fact, this is what has occurred, it could be an indication

that the role assigned the Mediterranean Squadron in Soviet war plans

has been downgraded. And that, in turn, could be an indication that

attempts to negotiate limitations and eventual reductions in the pres

ence and activities of Soviet forces in the Mediterranean might prove

successful. But that isn't necessarily what has occurred, and even a

significant downgrading of the combat role of the Mediterranean Squadron

wouldn't guarantee the success of such negotiations.
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First, the changes observed in the strength and activities of the

Squadron could well be more apparent than real. Moreover, even if real,

they do not necessarily imply a downgrading of combat functions pre

viously assigned to the Squadron.

The unit capabilities of Soviet combatants have increased signifi

cantly over the years as new weapons and sensors have been developed and

deployed to the fleet. The Soviets may have concluded that a lesser

number of more capable units can still perform the Squadron's combat

functions . In the same vein, some of the combat functions previously

assigned to the Squadron could have been reassigned to other forces the

strike aircraft of the Black Sea Fleet, for example.

Second, even if the Squadron's potential wartime contribution were

now so minimal as to permit its existence to be negotiated away, the

continued performance of its peacetime functions could be considered of

sufficient importance to justify its continued existence. Unlike many

of its potential wartime functions, which could be performed perhaps

less efficiently in other ways or by other means, the performance of -

the Squadron's peacetime functions requires its presence in the Mediter

ranean.

An assessment of the Soviets' current use of the Mediterranean

Squadron as an instrument of international political influence is re- .
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quired to go beyond this point. If the Squadron's peacetime functions

- -remain essentially what they were as recently as 1976, and if the Sov-

-
- iets still accord the performance of those functions the importance they

accorded it then, it seems unlikely that they would agree to the Squad

ron's withdrawal from the Mediterranean as long as local conflict

remained endemic to the region, and the United States had not agreed to

withdraw the Sixth Fleet. Even if those functions have been reduced in

scope and importance, it seems unlikely they would withdraw unless those

two additional conditions had been met.

}
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